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There was a time, in Sweetland an 8 year old cupcake who everybody knew. He was the most 

handsome boy in the known world because he had a big red cranberry in the top of his creamy 

head.  

Sweetland was a place where giant sweets and chocolates live together with fruit trees and bushes. 

There were many rainbows in the sky and everybody was happy. In this country there were a lot of 

quiet lemonade rivers, grass and vegetation and everybody was happy. 

One day he went to the forest with a basket to catch some chocolate chips for lunch and when he 

was walking across the forest, a bird appeared and stole his cranberry.  

While it was getting away a rainbow appeared and the bird crashed into it. Because of that the bird 

dropped the cranberry and lost it.  

Then the cupcake started searching the cranberry along the country. After several hours of research 

he found it in the top of a tree. He tried to shake the tree to make the cranberry fall and when he 

got it the cranberry fell off a cliff and entered into a magic cave that nobody in Sweetland knew 

about.  The deeper he entered, the bigger the cave became and it was full of strange lights and 

shapes.  

Suddenly, he found a way out and when his eyes where used again to the bright light of the sun, he 

discovered that he was in a place where nobody in Sweetland had been before. It was an arid place, 

like a desert not like a dessert. There were no trees or vegetation, neither sweet. The ground was 

full of strange things that the cupcake had never seen before. A human would call those things 

‘Salami slices’, beef steaks, fries and a large selection of savoury food. He was in Savouryland, a 

parallel land totally unknown by all Sweetland enhabitants. 

In the horizon, the little cupcake saw what seemed to be a town and started walking in this 

direction. When he was close enough he could see his cranberry in an altar, he started running as 

fast as he could but when he arrived at the town he saw that it was full of toast guards and he would 

be very sneaky  if he wanted to enter there.  After some funny tries at least he got  in and saw his 

cranberry in an altar. The altar had a mechanism that made the cranberry squeeze and under the 

altar several toastmen were queuing to drink the cranberry’s drops. He didn’t understand why they 

were doing it, so he jumped to catch the cranberry.  

When he had the cranberry, the towns guards started pursue the cupcake, but when they were 

close to him they couldn’t run anymore. They were exhausted, and felt thirsty and unhealthy. In 

this country there was no water and these habitants were unhealthy and unhappy. The cupcake 

could escape but he was worried and wanted to help all these people.  

When he arrived at home he thought that he could help them bringing some vegetation. If they 

wanted a cranberry, he was sure that they wanted a country full of fruit trees. 
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He emptied his creamy head with a spoon just to be an empty bun cup and then fill himself of 

sweet lemonade. With himself full of lemonade and his cranberry in a trolley he returned to 

Savouryland and planted his cranberry there.  

After running all night from Sweetland to Savouryland and from Savouryland to Sweetland planting 

dozens of trees, he turned Savouryland into a country full of life.  

When the sun shone again, all the toastmen found his new landscape. It was full of vegetation, 

lemonade and fruits.  

The cupcake was no longer handsome, he hadn’t cream neither cranberry but he was very happy 

because the toastmen in Savouryland were so grateful to him.  

They threw a party, and with the new cranberries they did jam to spread and gift of a new big 

cranberry for the little cupcake.  

 

Moral of the history: Interior beauty and to be a nice guy is more important than exterior beauty.  


